
� e Novelty of the Year 2017!

Darling Publications is very pleased to announce the presentation of another Exquisite Exhibition of Fine 
Contemporary Instruments of the Violin Family and their Bows! 

„Everybody already knows that Cuvée Darling Exhibitions are known for that! 
         So what´s new about that ?!...“

As the respected fans, visitors and friends of several Cuvée Darling Exhibitions (Paris - Cremona - Amsterdam)
since 2006 are already familiar with the exquisite Quality and Quantity of the presented Instruments, Bows, 
Food, Wine (admittedly the quantity concerning Food and Wine at the 2016 Amsterdam Cuvée Darling was not 
quite up to the known and expected standard, therefore hereby improvement promised!) and above all the friendly and  
hospitable atmosphere, this announcement probably does not cause any surprise.

� e First surprise is that it will take place for the very � rst time indeed in: ...GERMANY!
� e Second surprise is that it we have for the � rst time a partner on board, and what a partner !
After 10 years of Exhibitions in Cremona, Paris and Amsterdam, the proposal of the Mannheimer Versicherung 
AG, the most important and relevant Insurance Company for Musical Instruments in Germany, to curate an 
Exhibition in the famed/notorious Cuvée Darling Manner and Style lead to a joint-venture of the SINFONIMA 
Foundation and Darling Publications during the Frankfurt Music Trade Fair, making it a lot more a� ordable to 
participate for the exhibitors and o� ering a possibility to show their work in Germany.
Don´t worry; 1.You don´t need to buy any insurances. 2. It will NOT take place at the Trade Fair, but as one 
can expect from Darling Publications; A more than adequate location, 5 minutes walking from the Main Station 
of the City of Frankfurt has been chosen; a surprising and controversal octagonal building in the Post Modern 
contemporary architecture style will host a interesting group of Luthiers and Bow makers, invited both by the 
Mannheimer Insurance Company as well as by Darling Publications. Initially planned as a compact group of 
invitees, humble and cosy and focused more on German exhibitors, the idea of this � rst German show obviously 
seems to be so attractive that it turned out to become not such a compact and humble group, although hopefully 
still cosy... Without active advertising we got a substantial and interesting international group!
Several people told me they were not surprised...

So what can the respected visitor, fan, musician etc. expect?

- As always a choice of today´s Violin makers and Bow makers, presenting some of their recent works.
 Luthiers and Bowmakers are there personally to show their work and discuss about the sound, playability  
 and aesthetics of their work with musicians, connoisseurs, colleagues and eventually visiting dealers. 
 Some are even for sale, so this is a chance to skip waiting lists!
- � e presentation of 4 exceptional commisioned Contemporary German bows: 
 Violin Bow byTino J. Lucke, Berlin, 
 Violin Bow by Dirk Löscher, Barcelona
 Cello Bow by Josef P. Gabriel, Erlangen
 Cello bow by Klaus Grünke, Langensendelbach
 � ese are commisioned for this Exhibition and acquired by 4 Mannheimer Insurance Agencies, handed  
 over after the Exhibition to the SINFONIMA Foundation, with the mission to be lent out to be played  
 by talented yound musicians.
- Two interesting exhibitions of historical bows will be presented; 
 1. Early historical bows from end 18th to mid 19th Century, 
 curated by Michael Franke, Wiesbaden and Josef P. Gabriel, Erlangen
 2. Historical 19th Century bows from Berlin, 
 curated by Mathias Wohlleber, Berlin and Josef P. Gabriel, Erlangen
- A nice publication, with all exhibitors, of course in the known Darling manner and quality will be presented,  
 serving as a treasured remembrance of this Exhibition and a future collector item as former books turned  
 out to become. All Exhibitors get 5 copies each.
- A surprise Exhibitor as every year. Not a Luthier or Bowmaker, although related...

Two evenings receptions (posh word for parties) will be held, where Visitors and Exhibitors at the Trade Fair 
can � nally relax and enjoy some nice athmosphere after a full, tiring and mostly less inspiring day at the Fair 
(understandable for some of us, having experienced live visits at the Frankfurt Fair, or even � rst hand former 
exhibiting experience). 
As we experienced in Amsterdam, where Food and Beverage were outsourced to „professional hands“ with 
unfortunately less professional results in quantity for so many exhibitors and visitors, we will take it as a 
challenge to present the Good Old Darling Style for all the fans, although we hear from some modest and frugal 
former visitors it was a bit too...(luckily these are in the minority).
And above all not to forget: a chance to � nally see high quality Instruments and Bows, which are traditionally 
not seen very often during the Frankfurt Music Fair since years, as the sinking numbers of top class exhibiting 
makers show. Don´t be surprised if you � nd again some familiar faces at this exhibition, years ago to be found at 
the Frankfurt Fair...

So, where and when can so many goodies and excitement be seen and 
experienced?

6 + 7 April 2017
10.00 - 18.00

Reception at 19.00

SAALBAU Gutleut
Rottweiler Straße 32

60327 Frankfurt am Main

Needless to mention, but of course nobody will stay thirsty and hungry as always at our beloved shows!

hope to see you � ursday or/and Friday 6/7 th April and welcome you for a drink (or two..) in Frankfurt!

Andy Lim, 
Darling Publications Cologne.
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